The £-iron nitride phase (Fe2N), the existence of which is confirmed, is prepared by passing ammonia over iron at temperatures not exceeding 450° C and under such conditions that the partial pressure of hydrogen is negligible. The positions of the nitrogen atoms in y'(Fe4N) and in £ are determined.
B inary an d tern ary in terstitia l alloys Introduction
Previous work on the iron-nitrogen system shows the existence below 591° C of three homogeneous phases, a, y' and e, the iron atom ar body-centred cubic, face-centred cubic and close-packed hexagonal respectively. Hagg (1928a Hagg ( , 1929 alone reports a fourth phase, £, which is not included in either of the accepted phase diagrams (Eisenhut & Kaupp 1930; Lehrer 1930a) . In the y '-an d e-phases it is known (Brill 1928; H aggi9286,1929; Hendricks & Kosting 1930) th at the nitrogen atoms occupy interstices of the iron atom lattice in an ordered manner, but X-ray data so far obtained have not been capable of unequivocal interpretation.
The homogeneity range of y'-iron nitride is given as 5*7 to 6*1 % N (Hagg 1929), which includes Fe4N (5*90 %N). On X-ray powder photographs, Brill (1928) and Hagg (19286, 1929) observed four faint superlattice reflexions. Of the two possible structures, unit cells of which are shown as I and II in figure 1, I was thought to be more probable mainly because of spatial considerations.
The homogeneity range of e, given as 7-3 to 1T1%N (Osawa & Iwaizumi 1928; Hagg 1929) , extends approximately from Fe3N (7-72 % N) almost to Fe2N (11*14 %N), but does not actually include Fe2N. The one observed superlattice reflexion was explained (Hendricks & Kosting 1930) by nitrogen atoms occupying certain octahedral interstices in an ordered manner. Octahedral interstices in a close-packed hexagonal lattice of metal atoms are arranged in planes perpendicular to the c axis with an interplanar distance c/2, and with a two-dimensional close packing in each layer (see figure 2 ). For Fe3N, it was considered th a t one-third of the number of interstices in each layer is filled with nitrogen atoms in such a way th a t
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stru c tu re I N a t stru ctu re I I N atfii Figure 1 . Possible stru ctu res for F e 4N , according to Brill (1928) and H agg (19286, 1929) .
• Iro n atom , x unoccupied octahedral interstice, ® nitrogen atom , O unoccupied tetrah e d ral interstice. Hagg (1928 a, 1929) found th at the £-phase in which Fe2N occurs has a basecentred orthorhombic structure, formed by a small anisotropic distortion of the e lattice when the nitrogen concentration exceeds 11-1 %.
In the present quantitative X-ray investigation, direct evidence of the location of nitrogen atoms in y ' and in £ is obtained. 
E xperimental

Preparation of iron nitrides
In an ammonia-hydrogeri-nitrogen nitriding atmosphere, and a t a given tem perature, the nitrogen content of an iron nitride is determined by the ammoniahydrogen ratio of the gas mixture (Lehrer 19306; Brunauer, Jefferson, Em m ett & Hendricks 1931; Satoh 1932) . Nitrides were therefore prepared by passing purified anhydrous ammonia-hydrogen mixtures (Farkas & Melville 1939) a t atmospheric pressure over iron powder (99*9 % pure, sieved through a 300-mesh and contained in a silica boat) a t various temperatures, and at sufficiently high rates of flow to ensure only slight dissociation of ammonia. For example, an ammonia-hydrogen mixture containing 33 volume % ammonia was passed over iron a t 450° C; the exit gas contained 31 % ammonia and the product was solely y ' nitride with N 5*7 %. y ' with 6-1 % N was obtained at the same temperature by increasing the ammonia content of the gas to 65 to 70 %. The degree of ammonia dissociation was calculated from inlet and outlet gas densities determined with an effusiometer incorporated in the apparatus. A magnetic device enabled the product to be withdrawn rapidly into the water-cooled end of the silica reaction tube where it was cooled, while remaining in the nitriding atmosphere, to below 100° C in not more than 30 sec., the initial cooling rate being about 30° C per sec.
By passing only ammonia over iron a t such a high rate th a t dissociation and there fore the partial pressure of hydrogen were negligible, nitrides of maximum nitrogen content were obtained. Above 450° C e nitrides with not more than 11-0 % N were formed, but at temperatures not exceeding this, £ nitrides with 11-1 to 11*3 % N were observed. The existence of this temperature limit probably explains why Hagg's observation of £ has not previously been confirmed. X-ray investigation Powder photographs were taken a t 18 ± 2° C with Co K a radiation (al5 1*78529; a 2, 1*78917 kX) which, in depressing the atomic scattering factor of iron by the absorption-edge effect (see Compton & Allison 1935) , increased the relative influence of nitrogen on the intensities of the reflexions. Bradley-type 9 and 19 cm. hydrogenfilled cameras were used. Line positions were measured with a Cambridge horizontal cathetometer, but, for faint superlattice reflexions, a direct-reading vernier scale (Gibson 1946 ) was found to be more suitable. Unit-cell dimensions were calculated by the extrapolation method of Nelson & Riley (1945) . Measurements of relative intensities are given in arbitrary units and were made with a Dobson-type micro photometer (1923) on a t least four films for each specimen. In calculating intensities, the absorption-edge effect was found from Honl's data (see Compton & Allison 1935) , and absorption and arbitrary temperature factors were obtained in the usual way (Bradley 1935; Bradley & Lu 1937) .
Nitrogen analysis
In agreement with previous work (Hagg 1929; Eisenhut & Kaupp 1930) , the homogeneity range of y ' a t 450° C was found to be 5*7 to 6*1 % N.
Intensities calculated for alternative structures I and II (figure 1) and intensities observed on X-ray powder photographs of nitride containing 6*1 % N are given in table 1. Only values calculated for structure I are in good agreement with the 8 indicates a superlattice reflexion observed intensities. Eight superlattice reflexions are now observed, whereas previous workers (Brill 1928; Hagg 19286, 1929) reported only four. The unit cell is cubic with a, 3-787kX, and with iron atoms at 00 0, | | 0 , | 0 | , 0 | | and one nitrogen atom at \ \ There are three other poss for nitrogen atoms within the unit cell at 1 0 0, 0^0 and 0 0 but these remain unoccupied. The y'-phase has, therefore, a face-centred cubic close-packing of iron atoms with nitrogen atoms equidistant from each other, and occupying one-fourth of the number of octahedral interstices in a completely ordered manner. The iron-nitrogen distance is 1-894 kX.
6-AND ^-PHASES
Photographs 1 and 2 (plate 1) are those of e pitrides containing 10-6 and 11-0 % N respectively, i.e. near, and at, the upper homogeneity limit. Observed intensities for the main lines agree with the intensities calculated for the structure previously proposed (Hendricks & Kosting 1930) , but in addition to the single superlattice reflexion upon which this structure was based, and which is marked on each photo graph, fainter superlattice lines unaccounted for by the structure were also observed. Investigation of these is not yet complete, but it seems th at even if the structure given by Hendricks & Kosting for Fe3N is correct, the additional nitrogen atoms which enter the lattice as the composition approaches Fe2N do so differently than was supposed.
Photographs 3 and 4 (plate 1) are given by £ nitrides a t lower and upper limits of homogeneity (11-1 and 11-3 %N). Reflexions due primarily to iron atoms are indexed on a base-centred orthorhombic unit cell of dimensions a ,2 -758; 6, 4-818; c, 4-416kX for 11-1 % N , and a, 2-756; 6, 4-820; c, 4-416 kX for 11-3 % N . Comparing these with the orthohexagonal unit cell dimensions of e nitride at its upper homogeneity limit (11-0 %N), i.e.
a, 2-759; 6, 4-778; c, 4-411 kX, it is apparent th at the iron atoms occupy the same relative, positions in both phases, but th at anisotropic distortion occurs a t approximately the composition Fe2N. Changes in a and c are of the order of 0-1 % but 6 increases by almost 1 %. The most striking difference between e and £ photographs is in the positions of superlattice reflexions-a definite indication of an alteration in the location of nitrogen atoms. The prominent low-angle superlattice lines of e and £ photographs are marked in plate 1.
The true unit cell of £-iron nitride, on the basis of which all X-ray reflexions, including superlattice lines, are indexed, is made up of two base-centred ortho rhombic structural units of the iron atom arrangement. At 11-3 % N this true orthorhombic unit cell has dimensions a' = 2a =5-512; 6,4-820; c, 4-416kX. I t contains eight iron atoms a t 0 0 0, 0 0,. f \0 , f nitrogen atoms a t f 1 f , f f f, § f f, Off. Relative intensities calculated for this structure are shown in table 2 to be in good agreement with observed values for superlattice reflexions as well as 'iron' lines. Table 2 . X -ray reflexions from £-iron nitride (11-3 % N), a ' = 2a = 5-512; 6 = 4-820; c = 4-4 1 6 kX intensities . intensities The iron atoms are in approximately hexagonal close-packed array. In each layer plane of octahedral interstices one-half of their nufnber is occupied in a manner th at allows each nitrogen atom to have unoccupied holes above and below it in adjacent planes. This gives a sequence of nitrogen atom layers ... shown by figure 4.
< ----a=2a--> Each nitrogen atom is surrounded by six iron atoms, two at distances of 1-949 kX and four at l-940kX, giving an average iron-nitrogen distance of 1-943 kX.
Discussion of the £ structure
The closest possible approach of nitrogen atoms in the £ structure would occur if interstices directly above and below each other in adjacent layer planes were occupied. The observation, therefore, th at each nitrogen atom has unoccupied interstices directly above and below it suggests that the interstitial atoms tend towards maximum separation. The nitrogen atoms are observed to be packed most closely in the 6 direction, and it is a disproportionately large expansion, parallel to the b axis, which causes the iron atom lattice to be anisotropically distorted from the normal hexagonal close-packing. This lattice distortion is thus exactly what might be expected from the observed location of nitrogen atoms.
Even when allowance is made for the small difference in composition between the upper limit of e and the lower limit of £, there is, accompanying the change e to £, an increase of about 0-6 % in the volume of structure associated with each iron atom. This is interesting in that the general tendency, in interstitial alloys, for the metal atoms to achieve closest packing does not appear to be the only factor which determines the structure of Fe2N. £-iron nitride, 11-3 % N .
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